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An international collaborative experiment was run from 2009 to 2012

30 worker bees from each colony were sampled in March and September

(Costa et al., 2012) with the aim of understanding genotype-environment of 2010, and April and October of 2011, and analysed for deformed
effects on survival and health status of honey bee colonies headed by

wing virus (DWV), black queen cell virus (BQCV), acute bee paralysis

queens of different European origins that were tested in various locations virus (ABPV), Kashmir bee virus (KBV) and Israeli paralysis virus (IAPV).
under differing environmental conditions. No chemical treatment against Extraction of RNA, qPCR and quantification of virus titers followed the
bee diseases was performed on any of the test colonies. The colonies

methods described in Francis et al. (2013), with ABPV, KBV and IAPV

were managed according to a common protocol, which included an

assessed together in a single assay (AKI). Viral titres (acute paralysis

assessment of their health status (for details, see Meixner et al., 2014). complex (AKI), DWV and BQCV), Nosema spp. infection levels and V.
One apiary located in Chalkidiki, Greece, was selected for a detailed

destructor mite infestation levels during the seven sampling times

case study analysis of parasites and pathogens, including an absolute

were compared to the survival status of the colony at the end of the

quantification of viral titres.

experiment. The data were analysed for patterns, trends, correlations

The colonies were sampled regularly between autumn 2009 and
autumn 2011 and analysed for Varroa destructor and Nosema spp. as
described in Meixner et al. (2014). For virus analysis, approximately

and significant differences.
Of the 39 starting colonies, 31 could be sampled for quantitative
virus analysis in the spring of 2010. They belonged to the genotypes
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Fig. 1. Overview of results at one location (Chalkidiki, Greece). Viral titres (ABPV-KBV-IAPV (AKI), DWV and BQCV), Nosema spp. spore levels
and V. destructor mite levels are shown for four genotypes (CarV, LigI, MacB and MacG (local bee)) at seven sampling periods. Survival status
was determined in April every year, and colonies that remained alive after the experiment are marked ‘Alive’. Viruses were sampled in spring
and autumn of 2010 and 2011. Nosema spp. were sampled in three seasons of the years 2010 and 2011. V. destructor was sampled at the
same times as Nosema spp., and also in the autumn of 2009. Note that not all colonies were sampled for all pathogens for all time periods.
MacG colonies showed the lowest mite levels and DWV titres in the autumn of 2010 and 2011. The local bee (MacG) had the highest number
of surviving colonies (6 of 9) at the end of the experiment.

CarV (A. m. carnica; n = 6), LigI (A. m. ligustica; n = 6), MacB (A. m.

macedonica; n = 10) and MacG (A. m. macedonica; n = 9). The

V. destructor infestation levels generally increased over the duration
of the experiment, but the local bees (MacG) showed significantly

genotype of local origin was MacG (for details of genotypes see Francis lower mite infestation rates in autumn of 2009 and 2010 compared to

et al., 2014). At the end of the experiment, eight colonies survived,

the three other genotypes (GLM, p < 0.05) (see Fig. 1.). Mite levels in

including MacG (n = 6), MacB (n = 1) and LigI (n = 1). None of the A. October 2010 and August 2011 were negatively correlated to the

m. carnica colonies survived the second winter (2010/11).

survival duration of the colonies in days (R2 = 0.63, p < 0.001).
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The viral titres of the colonies and showed a strong seasonal trend
(see Fig. 1.). In both years, the ABPV complex and DWV showed low
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